
 
Train of 1000 
 
In May of 2015 two member of ANPI division of Formia, Ilaria Simeone and Lucia Francesca Di 
Giovanni, participated to the experience “Train of Thousand”, and they thought that it was due 
communicate their significant experience to the city where they live with a photographic 
exposure. 
 
Hosted in the “Tower of Mola”, one of the symbol of the city, the exposure was staged with the 
collaboration of the visual artist Salvatore Bartolomeo, and with the patronage of the Commune 
of Formia. At the inauguration of the exposure, occurred in 22 Jenuary 2016, had participated: 
Sandro Bartolomeo mayor of Formia, Filippo Giuffrida delegate from ANPI to accompany the 
young of the associations in this experience, Vincenzo Calò the person in charge of ANPI in south 
of Italy, Ada Filosa president of the division of ANPI in the district of Latina and member of the 
national committee, and Francesco Giuntini one of the participants to “Train of 1000” coming 
from Rosignano.  
 
A big number of the photos showed at the exposure were property of the two girls but, for the 
most of the showing Ilaria and Lucia used the photo of the professional photographer of the 
travel Jerusalem Piérard. For render the exposure more realistic, the collector Salvatore 
Gondalez had equipped the show with some nazi’s uniform. 
 
The exposure was called like the book of Alberto Israel “I don’t forget you”. Alberto is a survivor 
of the deportation. He had guided the guys in the extermination camps. 
“We have the privilege to have Alberto like guide during the tour – said Ilaria and Lucia – we 
want dedicate to him this event because we never forget his eyes full of pain while he tell his 
story.” 
 
The exposure remains open six days (until 28 January) with a very high number of visitors in all 
the days. The visitors come from the city and from the neighbouring cities, more of 300 the 
students that ask to visit the exposure.             
 
        
 
 
 
 


